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JOSEF KOLOMÝ IN OUR MEMORY
Josef Kolomý was our teaher at Charles University, a supervisor of our PhD thesesand then our ollaborator and friend.We are grateful to him for introduing us to researh work, for supervising our �rststeps in Banah spae theory and for the onstant professional and moral support heo�ered us subsequently.Starting in the early sixties, for more than a quarter of entury we had an opportunityto follow his substantial in�uene on many young Prague mathematiians.Already in the sixties, Josef reognized the great potential of Banah spae theoryand its use in non-linear analysis and partial di�erential equations. Sine then until hisearly death he worked systematially and e�etively to establish the group of sholars inPrague in this area.In 1969 he arranged for Zizler a stay in Seattle USA, on the IREX sholarship, tostudy Banah spae theory there with Professor Vitor Klee. This had a ruial in�u-ene on Zizler's further work in this area. Upon his return to Prague in 1970, Zizlertogether with K. John did their best to establish a Prague shool of Banah spae the-ory. They were later joined by Fabian, Frolík, Preiss and Zají£ek, their students andothers.The Winter and Spring shools have sine been organized by this group annually inthe Czeh Republi (more than 40 so far).Collaboration with researh enters like Paris (Talagrand, Godefroy, Deville), Poland(Mankiewiz, Kwapie«, Figiel, Tomzak-Jaegermann, Hudzik, Lipeki), So�a (Troyanski,Kenderov), Canada (Whit�eld) and others gradually developed.Now the Prague Banah spae group has about 15 ative members. By a onstante�ort of all of them, the group has gradually gained a deent world reognition, namelyin the area of nonseparable Banah spaes. The group losely ollaborates with manyworld enters (Paris, Besançon, Oxford, Valenia, Muria and others).Several researh books in Banah spae area have been oauthored by members ofthe Prague group, and an invited artile for the �Handbook of Banah Spae Theory� onnonseparable spaes was prepared in Prague in 2001.Josef Kolomý in�uened many other mathematiians in Prague in the area aroundlinear and nonlinear analysis. For example, it was him who suggested Preiss and Zají£ekto study di�erentiability of onvex and Lipshitz funtions in in�nite dimensional spaes.[21℄ © Instytut Matematyzny PAN, 2008



22 JOSEF KOLOMÝ IN OUR MEMORYHe had a ruial in�uene on Fu£ík and several other mathematiians working in partialdi�erential equations.Josef's o�e in Karlín was always an oasis providing a good, optimisti atmospherewhere young people used to ome for mathematial sustenane, moral support, and ad-vie.Josef was an exeptionally nie person with a warm heart and sterling harater,modest, hard working and always ready to help other people.He was born on Otober 8th, 1934 in Lukavie, a village in North Bohemia, graduatedfrom Charles University in 1958 and worked there sine then, until his early death onOtober 8th, 1993.Kolomý's researh interests were wide: eigenvalues of linear and nonlinear operators,nonlinear operator equations, monotone operators, and appliations of the geometry ofBanah spaes in those �elds. Josef was an extremely good husband to his wife �t¥pánkaand a aring father to his daughter.We honour the golden memory of our friend who did so muh for the Czeh mathe-matis.Prague, February 6th, 2007 Marián Fabian and Válav Zizler
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